More HOT STUFF from the Fannals of History!

INTERMISSION #102
E-zine by Ahrvid Engholm, ahrvid@hotmail.com for EAPA, and a few other innocent victims
we hope crave the astounding sf&fandom history stuff dug up from the Royal Library In
Stockholm. And try @SFJournalen's newstweets from Nordic sf/f/h & fandom on Twitter much better than Trump's. We've covered fanews for a mere four decades. Despite
spellcheck masks, alphabetical hygiene, some typos have infected thish. Early Nov 2020.

EDIVIRIALLY: FLIES AND HAMMERS
Fake news? Well, at least twisted news, is what we hear on the Swedish corona response in
international media. Headline samples from October. Daily Mail: "Swedish cities finally face
lockdowns" and “(Swedish) Authorities to bring in local lockdowns as covid cases rise", ie a very
slight rise from a very low level - to be expected, as people stay more indoors when autumn comes and the Public Health Agency has only given some recommendations to at present 7 of our 21
regions (stay home if ill, avoid public transport, social distance, no crowds). Hardly "bringing in a
lockdown". ABC News: "Sweden is quietly toughening its approach". Hard to know what they mean,
in fact universities opened for the autumn, advice for 70+ to self-isolate lifted and the cap of
gatherings rises to 300 (stays 50 in the mentioned regions). Business Insider: "Sweden shifts away
from no-lockdown strategy." No. Belfast Telegraph: "Swedes put on a brave
face on the coronavirus crisis". As if there was a brewing fear. I'm afraid not.
MedPage Today: "The Sweden Myth" - talking about about care home
failures more than six months ago! (It was the then unknown asymptomatic
spreading, problems were similar globally.) Curves are near zero since
summer! There are also some positive headlines: "We saved our economy
in Sweden". "Ireland should adopt Scandinavian approach to tackling Covid- Swedish corona deaths, March
19", "Europe takes a Swedish turn tackling Covid-19", “Elon Musk on
to Nov 2. Tiny recent bump but
curve flat for many months.
lockdowns: Sweden was right".
What's the latest then? Infections have gone up in Sweden, but from a low
level and it's typical when colder weather forces people indoors. However, it seems virtually all new
infections are mild since the fatalities remain very few - latest 7-day average was 0.6/day! It has
been so for more than three months. One guess is that the little bug picked off all easy victims
already in the spring. The “tighter” rules for a few regions basically means stressing advice, a kept 50
cap, increased vigilance and information. Uppsala put up new posters: “The danger isn't over. Keep
your distance.” They'll increase inspections of pubs and restaurants, where rules aren't voluntary.
That's about it. No ban on going out, no closed shops or pubs, no one locked up. The day this was
written, Sweden had 0 corona deaths, the UK had...367! More scientifically based measures work.
Before the pandemic, epidemiologist's scientific advice and governments' prepared plans were like
ours. Find a balance. Restrictions also have a cost: economy, unemployment, other illnesses left
unchecked, mental health, fear, civil liberties. Then came widely speculative and misleading
“computer models” scaring politicians - and the world went mad! Many have now painted themselves
into a corner. You can't stop, only delay the virus. It bounces back when a lockdowns lift. But the
Swedes in all probability have obtained a decent level of herd immunity. T-cell immunity is here more
important and widespread than antibodies. Though most of them are mild, infections inevitable go up
here with the colder season. Fatalities may also rise here - slightly. Some fibbers will however call
small bumps for a “surge” or “spike”. Tough lockdowns must be defended and defectors smeared. But
lockdowns are what our chief epidemiologist Dr Anders Tegnell call: To kill a fly with a hammer.
--Ahrvid Engholm
Your Faithful Editor & SF/Fan History Researcher

From Fankenstein's Vault
It's time to dig deep again. Deep into the vaults of the Royal Library, for the hidden secrets of sf and
fandom history! As you faithful readers already know, Sweden's national library - the Royal Library in
Stockholm - opened its extensive digital newspaper archive on-line in April and May, as a corona
compensation for that the library otherwise had rather limited access, due to some virus that is
rumoured to have been roaming
around. So I made good use of
that and spent hundreds of
hours collecting thousands of
newspaper clips. Some of the
most interesting finds have been
presented in the last half-dozen
issues of this eminent zine. And
why stop now? Here's a new
mixed bag of goodies!
As usual, I reproduce the
Swedish articles to be readable
for Nordic fen if magnified (but
they may be a bit blurry, as file
size and layout space means
certain compromises) but I'll
summarise and translate
(excerpts) to English.
As mentioned, this genre of
space and the future enjoyed a
rise in interest during the 1950's,
starting in 1953 with a surge of
articles. But then our literature of
intellectual prowess was
expelled from cultural warmth.
Aftonbladet thought about this,
Match 30 1969, in “Where did
science fiction go?”. Some
excerpts:
Sf, novels of the future, find more
readers every year in both East and
West. But where did it go on the
culture pages of our newspapers?
The old guard - Orwell, Huxley,
Swift, Verne, Wells - is honoured with a review now and then, but the young ones? The situation is
bumptiously comical. If a book stays on Earth nothing stops its faults to be scrutinised in thorough reviews, but
if a well-constructed, captivating and imaginative book have a cover with interstellar connections it's at once at
disadvantage. On the other side of our magnetic field it is empty. Here the Earth-provincial snobbery acquired
almost sf-like proportions. In countries that culturally grasp things faster than we do, they've begun repairing
the damage as some bigger newspapers began employing regular sf reviewers. The latest of those is the
writer Kingsley Amis, who lately was contracted to write regular space columns for the paper The Observer. As
apprenticeship for the new position Amis has recently published a book titled New Maps of Hell. Behind the
suggestive title is a sort of declaration for the space-possessed... The monster stage has now passed for the

decent novel of the future, the author says, instead he launched the “idea as a hero”. The plot is often a way to
illustrate a philosophical problem. /Sf is no longer xenophobic, aliens are often superior, and.../ novels are
often shaped into work that in psychological sharpness and tight plot aren't behind their earthly counterparts.
That the galactic travelogue not yet has come of age in a Nobel way, is no reason why it should be ignored
when it sometimes reaches higher, as a mirror and explanation. Despite all the interplanetary spaceships of
fantasy is crewed by beings with happiness, despair and fear of death, pulsating with the same destructive
power as with us. Despite all, the universe is criss-crossed by the same forces that have torn at our own Earth.
The smallest shards in space is a mirror of the Doris valley.

The last refers to Nobelist Harry Martinson's Aniara. The columnist here, Mario Grut, was as I
understand it a respected culture journalist - and he was worried about why his colleagues ignored
our genre. But the illo they choose to rather undermines his honest attempt, with a caption claiming
“Sf on the highest level, simultaneous chess with astral bodies” showing some super-weird aliens.
The guy picking this obviously didn't even know what an “astral body” is!

This was around the time when skiffy's honey moon with the mainstream critics was coming to an
end. Before this they did show the genre some respect, especially as an established high-brow writer
like Harry Martinson wrote about space and confessed he like AE Van Vogt (see previous issue). A
big cinema would even use the newly founded obscure little sf magazine Häpna! (“Be Astounded!”) in
their advert for the blockbuster “Forbidden World”, quoting from its review
(Dagens Nyheter, October 2, 1956):
“It's a joy to see a film like this - it combines technical and scientific knowledge with
a logical plot... The end was terribly exciting!” writes the sf magazine Häpna!

The ad even makes a nod towards the magazine, with the slogan “Watch
and be astounded!”
And radio would use science fiction without being ashamed in the 1950's,
which was very important since everyone heard the programs, as it was a
state monopoly (media monopoly is a miserable idea!) with only one
channel, so everyone listened - and TV hadn't really started yet. Some sf
shows and radio programs discussing skiffy has been covered earlier in
Intermission. Sf could also turn up in otherwise perfectly normal family
entertainment, as from this review of the show “Snurran” (“The Spinner”) in
Dagens Nyheter, December 13 1954:
The 40th spinner was as enjoyable as the 39 previous ones, although the program
didn't have any huge sensations. Very small children are probably thoroughly
uninterested in what happens on other planets, but for the older ones the sf part
was a treat and the cheerful warrior Kåge Sandell, coming directly from “the rag”,
sang his own jazz song about a trip to Mars with great conviction, and entertained
all ages. It's good to have young people in a show for kids. (Caption: Kåge Sandell
had great success with his sf song)

“The rag” (Swe “lumpen”) is slang for the compulsory military service, which
Sweden had until 2010 (recently been reintroduced on a selective basis
since we don't trust one Vlad Putin, but less than 10 000 are picked every
year) and Sandell was on leave from it, obviously. One suspects that “the rag” comes from back in
history when soldiers were given sub-quality clothes, at times the government didn't spend as much.
Sandell would later continue in music, radio and also journalism, but I find no further info about his
Mars song. Would have loved to hear it!

Futuristic things were popular at this time, unlike today when everything is much better but the mood
paradoxically is pessimistic and depressing. Maybe it is because in the 1950's people compared to
the depressing WWII and were impressed by and hopeful from new technology like jet planes, atomic
power, TV, mapping the DNA structure and early “electronic brains”. The Future was around the
corner, so in April 12 1953 Aftonbladet had a full page about life 100 year hence, “Year 2053”:

Year 2053 everyday life will be directed remotely. Thank God there will always be some things machines can't
do. They will never be able to produce great art or great literature or philosophy...today often pushed aside for

everyday's material strife. B u t t h a n k s t o t e c h n o l o g y it doesn't have to be the case in the world
of tomorrow. … What will atomic research bring into man's daily life, what perspectives will the interplanetary
possibilities open, what opportunities shall chemical, technical and medical research bring to enrich and
prolong human life. Many fanciful writers have provided unclear claims or dead certain answers and in the
Anglo-Saxon countries so called “science fiction” - a sort of technical fairy-tales - have become the hit songs
and popular magazines and comic books, with everything that means of rampaging fantasy and wide sweeps
with the drawing pen. But there are also other prophets, those who find the logical and thinkable
consequences of the technical progression curve we are in right now. Among those is a group of Swiss,
German, English and American scientists, educators and technicians who have unveiled the technical
horoscope of tomorrow and based on today's situation drawn a picture of the world, say, 2053.
Dwellings, factories being totally automated
...human labour will be reduced to the incredibly miniscule. Already now we have huge industries that are
totally automated, electronically controlled, machine halls where production is on an assembly line without a
human hand. In eg England there is a radio factory that recently started mass production of radio sets where
the entire assembly is on the automaticconveyor “belt” - it seems like a ghostlike dream vision; no human is
there but everything operates day and night, day after day - and in the control room there is a lone watching
foreman who “checks”. That will be the new model for the industry the electronics people say, the way to
produce cars, aircraft, boats, candy, clothes, meat and dairy products … ore will be mined deep under
underground and below the sea, and so will most of transports be driven.
Driving asleep
Already now most passenger jets have autopilots … and it will be so with boats - unmanned tankers will
cross the seas (oil will certainly not have become redundant in world economy) and so will cars be driven as
soon as they have escaped from the cramped city traffic with all its crossings. In the long-hauling truck of
tomorrow the driver will rest for a few hours after he has activated the auto driver and radar warning in the
vessel … and so the can the car tourist also travel in his bed-equipped car.
1-4 hour workday
...if you set the workday to between 1 and 4 hours it covers what all these prognosis makers deal with. The
people of tomorrow can use the rest of the day as they wish, for intellectual creativity, for entertainment or
recreation...
Radio controlled home
For people of tomorrow life at home will be advanced, comfortable and work free. You can expect that
already our coming generation will migrate from the walled muddle of big cities which will become almost
exclusively centres of production - the daily life will most people spend on their own country lot. The functions
of the villas will be practically totally automated, electronically controlled, run by thermostats or other remote
control instruments. The housewife eg runs her entire home by giving “orders” through the car radio and the
husband may through the car TV keep in touch with business contacts, and he can via a special signal “empty
the receiver” of the home's telecom equipment and thus find out - and even see - who have called him at
home and what they wanted - the automatic caller recording machine willingly tells him that. And he can then
get in touch with the caller from the car. … It is almost a decade since the first radio call from a car on an
American road outside New York was exchanged with a subscriber in Paris- and also here in Sweden it is a
matter of months or perhaps a year before car owners can subscribe to a short wave radio in the car if he lives
in Greater Stockholm.
Load the dinner
The kitchen is already now in its modern form the laboratory for the housewife and will become that even
more. If she wants to shop or prepare a party or a day out she only needs to “load” the automatic cooking
machine that the stove of tomorrow will be and then in the right time before coming home call the home
machine and start the stove functions required with key signals. ...
The automated lunch restaurant is already invented
The latest news of the restaurant world is the totally automated serving, where the guests during dinner sits
on a conveyor belt. The idea was born in anger, it is said. The inventor was a stressed engineer who … had
only half a lunch hour to spare, but the lines were long and when he finally got his tray, all tables and seats
were taken. To get back to work in time he had to eat standing up, balancing the tray with one hand … He let
the main course be, put the tray down and rushed back to the construction office where he developed his idea.
It wasn't enough that the food was served as on a conveyor belt, the guests must also “rotate”. He called his
invention “Conveyor Cafeteria”, bought by the London company Bentham & Sons. On these conveyor
cafeterias there's a 50 metres long fixed desk where lunch meals stands in the order they shall be eaten bread, butter etc, hot meals and coffee - and this desk glides along so slowly it is hardly noticeable - “on a
conveyor belt” - both the table and the chairs of the guests. When the guest has drunk his coffee he has
arrived by the entrance. 20 minute have passed and he must get up, the chair returns to the starting point. In
American where they have also exploited the new invention 20 minutes was considered too much time for a
lunch. The average American eats through the same meal in 15 minutes. Observers think conveyor cafeteria
will launch revolutionary changes for eg kitchen decorations. A new conveyor cafeteria in New York thus have

an electronic kitchen and guest can from their seats see how a “five minute egg” from the radiation becomes
ready in 12 seconds and how the potatoes are cooked in three short minutes.
(Captions: The automatic stove can start cooking dinner wirelessly while the housewife shops. / The
“machine room” of the future house, with instruments electronically controlled, or by thermostats or via other
remote devices. / BERGSTRÖM has another view of the food serving table.)

What's described last is an early microwave oven. Not how much these “predictions” miss virtually all
targets! The conveyor belt cafe flopped - who has
seen any! Housewives have disappeared. You don't
have your telephone in your car, but in your pocket.
People haven't moved from city centres. Those are
more popular than ever and prices go up for dwellings
there. Strangely enough workdays have the last half
century not at all moved towards becoming shorter. It's
still those blasted 8 hours. Politicians claim and swear
to that oil will be redundant. The only thing they got
right was self-driving cars! They are almost here now,
2020. (There was an interesting lecture on the subject
on the small Ökon 2 we had in Stockholm in late
October, BTW the one and only physical con here this
year. More on Ökon in a future issue perhaps.)
Speculating about the future was popular in the
papers. Another example is from Dagens Nyheter in
1931, on February 14 announcing the full page to
It seems the radio show “The Spinner” (se
previously) had sf in more programs. Here's
from a radio review column in Expressen
November 30 1954, “Man in the Moon wrote
from Enskede”:
Sf with moon rockets and atomic fuel has entered
The Spinner to stay. Not as a serial but as extra
numbers. On Sunday it came back with Lasse
Warne. He presents excerpts from more lively
novels in the genre and follows up with what kids
want to know, eg “Can you live on Mars” . Warne
is program secretary of the lecture dpt, the last to
leave and the one to always be the. He began in
radio with youth programs and slided into social
reports. (Also did a book on children growing up.)
While Warne dealt with theoretical sf Tage
Danielsson has moved to the practical in the
program “Andersson in Below”, on air
unreasonably early every Sunday. It's the Man in
the Moon asking questions about Earth on the
Motala (transmitter) wave length and Danielsson
gives him a short lecture about humans' struggle
for existence. Danielsson now knows he has at
least one listener, since he received a long letter postmarked in Enskede, signed “Andersson in Below”. The letter
writer complains that Danielsson sounds so coarse when he lectures Moon-Andersson.

Tage Danielsson soon joined Hans Alfreson, becoming superstars in Swedish entertainment. But here he
hosts a modest radio program pretending to talk to the Man in the Moon... The Lars “Lasse” Warne
mentioned must have been a bit of an sf fan, to get sf stuff into a popular radio show. He continued with
radio, Google implies, and wrote some non-fic books. But I don't find much since its one of the extremely
few subjects Wikipedia seems to have missed. Radio was huge in 1954. Only one channel. No TV.
Everyone heard what was said there. And skiffy was there.

come in next days Sunday paper, February 15, with the title “Morning coffee through radio waves”:
In 1980 every Stockholm house has a flat roof and every modern flat a well-behaving robot in every room.

The rest of the ad just lists other contents of the Sunday paper. And here're excerpts from that piece,
written as a semi-fictional short story, but let's concentrate on the “predictions” (the top and some of
the headline cropped for layout reasons):

...the room where I awoke had a very low ceiling, not higher than one person could stand up … three windows
stretched from floor to ceiling, the walls was discreetly blue-grey and decorated with beautiful paintings,
otherwise there were no doors in the room. The walls were totally flat with vertical lines and crossing lines in
regular patters, which seemed very calming. Suddenly a door opened in one of the walls, a bit of the wall slid
away and my son entered … The robot clock lights up when you call for it twice. These modern flats have a
robot in each room. You call for them with code words, and it opens door, make the breakfast table rise,
serves coffee by your bed, hangs up your clothes, serves you drinks, takes out a book you want … A radio
heater. Wireless power transmission was invented in 1941 by KJ Karlsson and was later improved by the
Englishman Prittson. Now you can transfer power to any point, provided you have a little receiver, We have in
this house a short wave receiver that can give us 5000 Volts, if you wish. You fry the breakfast sausage on the
short radio waves almost all houses in the city have today. The installation doesn't weigh more than 104 kg …
managed by the engineers of the Radio Service corp … Two Swedes constructed the first electric aircraft with
unlimited power: “Elektra”. I have recently acquired a “Barr” and if you want we can take it out on a trip /here a
funny part about the future of poetry, full of slang - but difficult to translate / Clothes, clothes, I shouted loud
and solemnly and in the same moment a stack of neatly folded clothes slid out through an opening in the wall
and landed on my pillow … the clothes have fine steel wires here and there. In the evening you call for the

robot and the clothes fly back to its locker and hangs itself up in order there … the room is kept under a certain
pressure and the air has an amount of virile gas, so that four hours of hard, heavy sleep is guaranteed, but not
every one can afford these modern conveniences… the costume was of yellow fabric and had only two
pockets … Telephone, telephone I then shouted, getting into the habit. A mouthpiece fell silently down by my
head near the side of the door and a lid opened showing a dark mirror. “Daddy only has to say the name,” my
son said. “We have robot calling in the house. You put the mouthpiece in a robot roll and then you say the
name, and the robot connects it automatically. You only use numbers for unknown persons. It's as easy as
with a telephone exchange, but here it is mechanical.” … At once a face showed itself beneath the lid. It was
the face of Turola and it was just as sharp as he had stood there himself in the opening … “Now the mirror is
shaking again! Can't you see an old friend face to face without you making the wrong connection!!! The day
before yesterday when I phoned Oldman, you connected me to an old woman appearing in the picture. It's
impossible with this telephone mess! Come over to me, your son has a fancy 'Barr'.” … My son pushed a little
button on the flat wall, and half the wall slid softly and silently away, so that sunshine flowed into the room,
reflected from a big balcony outside. We went out. The air was wonderful to breath. A aircraft gleaming in
silver stood stood on the wide balcony, with seats for six. In the middle it looked like a car, but the lines of the
car flowed together with the aircraft's. On both sides of the splendid compartment was a big, broad birdlike
body. In the front was the propeller as on an ordinary machine, but it had four blades, or more precisely two
propellers behind each other in a vertical position … He pressed a button and grabbed the steering wheel. It
was an ordinary car wheel, but the rod it was on could be tilted in all directions sitting on a ball, just as on an
aeroplane. In front of us the fuselage got wider and on it was a deep opening going the way through, the same
as behind us. “The horizontal propellers are there,” he said and pushed a pedal so a whining sound came from
the two openings. “Now, let's go Dad!” The sound rose to a wosh and you were sort of pushed down in the
seat as we rose almost vertically, and then it transferred into a tilt, a few groves passed us down below and we
flew away as in an ordinary aircraft, though the engine was only heard as a swish. “It goes very well today,” my
son said. “I have connected it to 2000 horse powers, but we don't ascend fast. There must be something
wrong with the concentrator.” I thought for myself: this is it. Don't be like an old lady from the provinces going
in a car for the first time, or rather, feel like that, so you seem better and more heroic. We passed a concrete
factory chimney, there was a bang in the air as we passed. The Earth rocked around us as a bedsheet
hanging to dry in a storm, an aircraft
passed us 10 metres away.

It ends on page 15 of the paper, but
you get the gist. Wireless energy,
flying cars, video phones, but with
“robots” the story simply means
different machines sitting in the walls
- like helping you to dress - even
though the illustrations show
mechanical men. (If you study the
original in the illo, you note how
dialogue is marked with “-”. Though
quotation marks are also used for
dialogue in Swedish text, a common
alternative is “-”, extensively used by
eg newspapers, but also in novels.
This kind of “dash” for marking
dialogue is called a “tankstreck”,
(“thought line”” or colloquially
“pratminus” (“talk minus”). In my own
short stories I prefer the dash before
quotation marks. The dialogue dash
is also used in the other Nordic
countries.)
There was a certain interest for
Sweden in the US film industry in

the 1950's (perhaps because of Ingmar Bergman and his non-sibling Ingrid?) and I have earlier
covered the US-Swedish co-production “Space Invasion in Lapland”. Aftonbladet May 18 1958 is
another example, but a bit odd, with subliminal messaging, in “Signal to the subconscious”:
American TV trick launched in film project with Swedish star pair. “We have a feeling that Swedish film
industry has rather much to offer us Americans: good actors, fine technical standard and low production costs.
That's how Mr Dick Rush, young film man from Hollywood, motivates his Sweden visit. He's here to discuss a
Swedish-American film production using a new technical method, about which we so far have only heard
sensation rumours from USA. The film project in question has the working title “Rule of Three”, based on an
American sf bestseller by Theodore Sturgeon, the most prolific
sf writer in the States right now. Dick Rush wants to cast of six
main characters in the movie, with the Swedish star couple
Margit Carlqvist and Gunnar Hellström.
Weapon against TV
What makes the project extremely interesting is something the
Americans call 'Subliminal Communication', which
approximately means “signal to the subconscious”, and shortly
means that you on the film strip records flashing words and
symbols unnoticeable for the eye, meant to increase or
decrease the viewers emotional engagement, following the
mode of the plot. The method has been tested in American TV
and it was with such success that further experiments were
banned, as they realised the consequences a reckless use of
this tool for mass-suggestion could lead to. Mr Rush is to read
his gestures and speech very sure of that this method will be
the weapon to defeat “the one-eyed beast TV”. And he has
already begun using this news, namely in filming the ghost story
“Turn of the Screw”, which was recently set up in a Swedish
opera version. The Swedish project has however not yet
advanced to more, as Mr Rush says, “a mutual interest”. “But it
all seems fascinating and we wait for the manuscript with
interest,” Gunnar Hellström explains. (Caption: Sf on film
appealing to the subconscious is what these three gentlemen
discuss right now. The idea is of course American, Dick Rush
(man to the right) speaks warmly for it, James Logan (to the left)
is prospective director and Gunnar Hellström is as the Swedish
star in the centre of the interest.)

But there is more. Norrskensflamman writes May 23 1958
about “Margit Carlqvist star in sf-film”:
Two Yanks popped up in Stockholm the other day and met the
press. Two lads entangled in the American film business on the
hunt for things to put both TV and ordinary film to shame. They the names are Dick Ruch and James Logan - come from
Hollywood´and launch something entirely new in film. They deal
with a special technical process in film producing - something
called “Subliminal Communication”. Now they intend to do an sf
film, ie sf with romance background, and they are here to try to
get Gunner Hellström and Margit Carlqvist to take two of the six
lead roles of the planned “Rule of the Three”. … What is it?
The method is based on that you in the picture sequences put
in a framee you want to influence the onlooker with. The picture
is so fast that our eye only catches it fictitiously - it never
becomes a reality. But the picture is in the subconscious and
influence you. Dick Ruch says two advertising agencies have
used the method. It was for Coca Cola and a pop corn company
that took the chance to use this new technology and they put in
pictures with a speed of 1/2500 in ordinary film. The next day
the pop corn company sold 38% more than before, Coca Cola
Company close to 30%. Without doubt subliminal
communication has made pure commercials redundant. Now Dick Ruch and James Logan plan this system for

a pure film production and hope to make the film in Sweden. … “Rule of Three” written by one of the most
famous sf creators by the name Theodore Sturgeon. The Swedish stars have not yet decided - everything
hangs on the manuscript. But they are interested. “Subliminal communication” is a major novelty. “Rule of
Three” will be shot in Sweden and beside Margit Carlqvist and Gunnar Hellström Dick Ruch will have a group
of other Swedish and American actors.”(Caption: Beautiful Margit Carlqvist will star in an sf film, if all go to
plans.)

Strangely enough, IMDB gives no info for any Dick Rush or Ruch or James Logan around this year,
so I don't don't think the film was made. Google hints there may
have been an rather unknown actor named Dick Rush way back,
who didn't make many films, but that's all. But Uncle G can't find
any connection with “subliminal” with Dick Rush. So I ask readers if
any of you know more about misters Rush/Ruch, Logan and their
Ted Sturgeon based film project “Rule of Three”?
And while talking about films. While Lapland was invaded by furry
space monsters, Denmark's Copenhagen was under siege by a
giant reptile. If you're in for B-movies with monsters, it's something
for you. But more important is the half-nude heroine, presented in
Expressen July 22, 1960, “She loves an island”:
That's what she looks like, the girl who wants to buy the whole island
Mön outside southern Själland. She is Danish and named Ann Smyrner
and has had her biggest successes as film actress in Germany and Italy.
During three years she has been in ten films. The 10th shot in
Copenhagen. It's an sf film named “The Reptile”. She is busy now
contracted for four more films in Germany. She has only one problem.
The island she loves isn't for sale.

The film's name in IMDB is
actually “Reptilicus”, but it's the
only film with Ms Smyrner in
that database. They don't like
German and Danish films,
perhaps? But there are quite a
lot of non-US films listed in her
Wiki entry: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ann_Smyrner
If you're interested, the first 56 minutes of “Reptilicus”is here:
Inside the Danish 1918 spaceship on the
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x10jcbt (I haven't found the
way to Mars.
rest, but if you look hard you might find that too). The Danes were
actually first in Northern Europe to make sf films, with “A Trip to Mars” (1918, orig title “Himmelskibet”
= “Sky Ship”) available here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=YYflIj6QR-I (silent, with Danish texts). A very ambitious and wellmade film for its time. Der er en yndig film!
And now for something completely different.
An odd thing: one of Sweden's most notorious
men at the time translated sf! We read in a
“Short Review” in Aftonbladet January 23
1957:
Writer Philip Wyle has a small, translator Bishop
Dick Helander a big portrait on the cover to the
book “The Message” (Fritzes), to which the Bishop
also has written an introduction. It's a fantasy in
the sf genre: During atomic bomb tests in America

and Russia two authentic angels are shot down. This gives us a message from heaven but it arrives too late.
And “the message from the ice-cold space and the blinking stars was: LOVE EACH OTHER.”

I haven't read this book, but the interesting thing is the translator Dick Helander (pic right). In the
early 1950's he was in a huge scandal! In the Lutheran state church (as it was then, state and church
separated in 2000) bishops were elected by the clergy. When Helander was a bishop candidate 500
anonymous letters appeared slandering the other candidates. Helander was accused of sending
them and brought to court,where he was convicted in 1953. And the government removed him from
office. While not the most “important” scandal, it was one of the most talked about in the 1950s. How
could a Man of God behave that way! If you read Swedish or want to try Google Translate, go here to
find out more: https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helandermålet And it is a bit interesting that he after this
affair translated sf. The envelopes of the slander letters were tested for DNA in 2002, and Helander's
DNA wasn't on them! His wife could have helped him seal the envelopes, and during the original trial
Helander's finger prints had been found on a couple of the letters. As it was just a couple he may
have worn gloves (but still left two prints by mistake)
A brief thing about myself. The first Swedish translation of Tolkien's LOTR was a disaster, done by
the strange, highly egotistical Åke Ohlmarks. I can't say for sure I started it, since everyone knew
about Ohlmark's lousy hack work - also omitting large sections - and many muttered that it must be
fixed. But as the new Tolkien films were on their way I thought I'd at least try something. So I made
some postings here and there (incl to media).An Expressen reporter phoned me up, resulting in “Why
is a new translation of Tolkien needed?...demanding a revised translation of The Saga of the Ring”
(as it's called in Swedish), January 2 2001:
It's a demand beginning in
the 60's as people began
reading The Lord of the
Rings and found that quite
a lot was different. Now
when the film comes the
demand becomes timely.
The translator Åke Ohlmarks was known to add to texts he translated. … The translation is very babbling and
lacks nuances and is unfair to the style of Tolkien. In the original it eg says “hurry necessarily”. Ohlmarks
writes “being slaves in the time the unecessary hurry”. … In our circles there are many that could translate. Eg
Ylva Spångberg and Johan Frick. Both good fantasy translators.… No, not much response (from publisher).

The publisher of course also got my postings. One or two years after this they announced there
would be a new translation, commissioned to the fan Erik Andersson (a friend from eg many years of
us doing the JVM fandom column). Maybe I had at least a small part in it. Erik did a good job and
later moved to tackle James Joyce. One day I could perhaps tell you about the huge hullabaloo when
Mrs Ohlmarks in drunkenness set fire to their house, resulting in Åke accusing the Tolkien Societies
Jules Verne Magasinet (1940-47) was a weekly pulp magazine not very
popular with the cultural elite... An example is from a report in Aftonbladet
January 18, 1942, “Stupidity creates the dance hall problem”, as a
bishopdom comments an official investigation:
Politically neutral heritage manors could benefit the youth with activities,
carpeting, studies and turn their interest to valuable are4as, Strängnäs
bishopdom says in their comment to report on sanitising entertainment. The so
called colourised weeklies should be noted in the report says the bishopdom. The
pamphlet-published magazines and detective tales must be under some sort of
censorship. Now these morally pernicious pamphlets are sold directly to the youth
by tobacconists. And for the sort of contents the bishopdom as example mentions
a story in Jules Verne Magasinet titled “The X-ray Murder”, described as “The test
for a successful scientist isn't only in his genius talents, but also in the care he
takes in details and thorough control of planning a murder...”

of being an international conspiracy with drugs, satanism and sex orgies in the woods. But not now.
Let's open the Fans Are Slans Dpt. Wolf von Witting was one of our most active fans (German
background, raised in Sweden, now lives in Italy since many years BTW), leader of local club Sigma
TC, co-organiser of the Nasacons, fanzine publisher etc. So it hit like a A-bomb when we saw the full
page in one of the national papers (ca half a mill readers) that “I have already found out the meaning
of life”, Aftonbladet, August 10 1980, in the interview series “Young and Swedish”:

Wolf von Witting works as a conference janitor but his job means nothing. He reads a lot, philosophising and
thinks. He reads sf and religion and already knows the meaning of life. He hates punk rockers since they are
lazy and have a short perspective. Wolf plans, educates himself and thinks about the future. Both his and the
world's.
What do you think about yourself?
I think I am sensible. I act from my convictions. I philosophise a lot. I was beaten a lot growing up. Both
physical and psychical. It made me think more.
Do you attend school?
I have finished school. I don't know my grades, and I don't care. I have no use for them.
What are your interests?
Mainly science fiction. It's a fascinating thought to travel in the eternity. In black darkness with dots. To meet
worlds you haven't seen before. But I have stayed here on Earth. The reality I have been confronted with is
that we won't get outside our solar system. My interest has made me being able to explain so much more.
Why winds blow, how humans function and what the table in front of me consists of.
You have had a huge interest in sf. Is there something else you have missed instead?
I could satisfy my needs instead. Have fun and have relationships with girls. I have taught myself restraint.
My knowledge makes me confident. I want to learn things. Pleasures makes us trivial. … I could lay myself out
on that island for example and work my tan. Laziness is not for me. I am a controlled person. I become
surprised only when things in my surroundings are totally backwards. When I read in the papers about the
culture prize to the punk band I became very dumbfounded. I wonder if the jury has a brain prosthesis. Punk
music is primitive and just a fashion. It is to lower yourself to a very low level. What they sing isn't thought
through.
So many people are thus on a very low level?
Yes, but most are average. If you let 1000 people run 1 km most will arrive at the same time, except those
who have decided to walk. Punk rockers walk. They hurt themselves.
Are you going to help them to insight?
Each must help himself. Those who can only walk can only be pitied. Sometimes I wish I was like all others.
That I could just lie down and relax. I'm not a better person. I just have something else. But then again, my
knowledge gives me advantages what one day perhaps will give me power over the loafers. But without me
ever wanting it.
Do you think that everything is funny?
Yes, mostly all things. I enjoy life to 95%. If I would get a crazy thought like killing myself, I would only do it do
experience it. To be alive is to experience. Most only live and don't look for renewal.
Do your parents understand you?
They think they do. My mother usually says: You'll understand that when you are older. I see through her.
She has missed a lot, the deep philosophy. We will never again understand each other. People think I am
interesting. Too many want to get to know me. In the end I'll know too many people. I don't have the time, I
have to move along and can only say hello. It's a good think to start with keeping your distance, because you
can't befriend too many. The people I meet makes me cold, because they won't have any meaning for my life.
They shall be left alone and find a solution for themselves.
Why do you smile all the time?
My smile is my way to guard myself. Perhaps I don't want to give a too serious picture of myself.
Du you usually wonder about anything in particular?
I usually think about all that other people think about. People are usually easy to calculate. Most have ethics
that aren't their own and their reactions follow standards. I can to a certain degree see what other people
thinks. I usually wonder about where I am going. Not about what the final product will be, but in which track I'lll
land. Some have a career. I have a general plan, but I don't know what it will result in. People think a lot about
the meaning of life and no longer are depressed because of the meaninglessness. The meaning is there, I can
guarantee that. If you don't give up you will find it. You can and should change your opinion if you see that you
are wrong. You haven't lost until you are dead.
Do you ever take a vacation from yourself?
I don't rest everything at the same time, but one thing at a time. Right now I for instance rest my feet.

Gosh! This was really deep heavy holy shit! Wolf was 20 years and sounded like good old Socrates.
Or a Slan - he could partly read our minds, mind you! I don't really know how to take in all this
wisdom and life experience. But Swedish fandom got many interesting quotes from this, classics like
“If a thousand run 1 km, some walk”, “I can explain what the table in front of me is made of” and
especially his poetic description of space: “Black darkness with dots”. The writer and comics artist
David Nessle of famous Salafandom, even made a parody of the interview called “The Titan from the

Crypt”. Note: Randy Mossige-Norheim, is sister to Staffan M-N who did appreciated music gigs on
the Nasacons. She would rise in journalstic fame, eg getting a Grand Journalism Award (our
Pulitzer!), but certainly this unique meeting with the great philosopher was her breakthrough!
Now, what was the meaning of life? He didn't say, really. I can now reveal to you that Wolf did find it
later, and it was...42! He became totally besotted with the number 42 and saw it everywhere: number
of cars passing at a certain point, mathematical formulas, number of minutes since...etc. I have heard
that one Mr Adams has written books where you can learn more about it. Anyway, Wolf's club Sigma
TC had a first disastrous Nasacon in 1980 (in an unheated school in January!) with Nasacon 2 we
shifted to summer, and I began working for it (all the way to a last Nasacon 2000 that year,
considered a success with about 275 attendees). I invented both the game Meteorball for Nasacon, a
version of rounders or softball, and also The Great Peanut Race. It was an adaption of the Great
Pork Pie Race of British cons, which I had seen on Seacon '79, but here you was to transport a
peanut, chosen because of its fannish fame from being BNF Lars-Olov Strandberg's treat on every sf
club meeting.

You were to transport an unpeeled peanut a few metres through technical or other inventive means. I
often sent out press releases to Stockholm papers and local media about Nasacon mentioning the
peanut race, and it generated some pieces (the best being the peanut race of Nasacon 10, making it
to the 7.30pm national TV news in 1990, available here https://vimeo.com/showcase/244799 ). Here
an article where we meet Wolf again, as Börje Crona (known sf author, and journalist) reported in
Dagens Nyheter July 4 1984, from Nasacon 5, the headline partially cropped approx means “Nutty”:
You can compete in music, as you know, and beauty. But peanuts? Yes, that works too - at least at a
convention for friends of sf. And such a convention, this year called NASAcon V, was arranged last weekend
by the sf club Sigma Terra Corps in Villa Caprifol in Fisksätra. NASA here stands for Nacka-Saltsjöbaden,
where most of the members live, but attendees had arrived from such a far away places as Australia (GUFF
winner that year, Justin Ackroyd, visited Sweden), Germany and Gothenburg. One of the highlights of the
Sunday was the competition to transport a peanut 4 metres in the funniest way. Hands or other body parts
may not be used, so the competitors had built different sorts of peanut moving vehicles, eg a steam machine
towed peanut car and a spring driven peanut tank. The club chairman Anders Carlsson, was almost a nut case
constructing a catapult beanie, ie a propeller beanie of the type try sf fans are expected to wear. The
convention also had serious items, film and panel debates by the book publisher John-Henri Holmberg, but the
peanut race was the big thing. Yet it was close to be cancelled. It was just one hour before it was to start that
they found a shop selling unpeeled peanuts. (Caption; Judge Lars-Olof Strandberg (middle) before start
inspects the winning beanie that had been built by Anders Carlsson (left) and Wolf von Witting's steam driven
peanut transporter.)

With my press releases (I have helped many cons with
such, as I think I know a little about how such things work) I
would always get some attention for Nasacon Even a small
notice may be of use for people to find the event, like this
about Nasacon 7, Aftonbladet July 4 1986, once more
showing that the peanut race was a fine hook to catch
people's eyes, “Who will win the peanut race?”:
For the 7th year in a row there's the sf convention Nasacon, in
Villa Caprifol, Fisksätra, outside St6ockholm. During two days,
Saturday and Sunday. There's music, films, food and theatre.
According to information there will also be a number of Silly Games with names like “Revolt of the Triffids”,
“Vogon Poetry” and “The Pun Panel”. We are most curious about The Great Peanut Race, where the
contestants shall transport a peanut two metres in the most funny, different and exciting way.

Nasacon had a rather light-hearted program. I think the “Revolt of the Triffids” game had to do with
blindfolding contestants, the pun panel was just to improvise stories with puns and Vogon Poetry is a
speciality of we all know - and fear! The late 1970's and up to the mid-1980's was a Golden Age for
Swedish fandom, when lots of new fans showed up, many fanzines were published, a lot of
interesting things happened and fannish myths were created. (A period crashing with the feuding
started by one Mr KH and the fan fund frauding LFPers.) In 1984 Sweden's oldest active and still
active sf club, Club Cosmos, had a fanquet to celebrate its 30th aniversary, which also made it to a
rather big article in the local Göteborgs-Tidningen March 30, 1984 (for layout reasons the article is cut
and the two parts rearranged side by side), “Sweden's oldest science fiction fantasts”:
Sweden's oldest and most popular sf club is to be found in Gothenburg. Club Cosmos was founded 30 years
ago and the members to the opportunity recently to celebrate that with an anniversary party. Sf isn't about though most thinks so - only about flying saucers (Ed: “only”? Moron!) While the most popular topic is
advanced technology, the direction has changed in later years. Not the least thanks to all women writers who
have begun to write sf. At Club Cosmos the members meet several times per month to talk about their special
interest in sf. The club has members from all possible professions, ages and is independent of political views.
The interest in sf has increased in later years. The literature has become steadily better and has some help
from films like “Star Wars” and “Close Encounter of the Third Kind”. At the anniversary party you could find eg
author Sam J Lundwall, with more than 70 novels behind him. (Ed: An exaggeration!) There was also Gabriel
Setterborg, one of the founders of Club Cosmos. Captions, from upper left and down to the right: David
Nessle, Erik Andersson and Ahrvid Engholm all publish sf magazines (ie fanzines). Fredrik Setterberg and

Tomas Olsson belongs to the young guard of Club Cosmos.
Janne Ekman with chair Mia von Matern. Among the
veterans here Gabriel Setterborg and Anders Palm. Jonny
Larsson and K-G Läfvander celebrated Club
Cosmos.Christina Hallind, Lars-Olov Strandberg and author
(name missing but is Sam J Lundwall)

Let's pop into the cyber world. Fans sneaked in when
the word Internet was first used in Swedish daily press!
(But I'm sure it had been around for many years in the
computer periodicals. Those are not digitised in the
Royal Library archive, however.) That happened
November 7 1988 in Dagens Nyheter, an article
worrying about computer viruses as we become more
connected - though it got some of the facts wrong. (I in
fact myself wrote an article about the mentioned
Internet “worm” of 1988 for a computer mag, though I
believe I did it afterwards, in 1989 or so.) And of course
computer professor and early fan - see previous
Intermissions - Jacob Palme has comments to “Sweden
opens for computer viruses”:

With a year Sweden will be wide-open for computer attacks from abroad. The computers of the Swedish
Universities will then be connected (no, they were from ca 1980!) to the American computer net where a
computer virus within a few days have brought down thousands of computers.
“If this had happened next year Sweden would also have been affected, professor Jacob Palme says, project
leader at QZ, the common computer central for the Defence Research Agency and Stockholm's universities
and colleges. The Swedish university computers are right now being connected in one network, Sunet. Within
a year the intention is that the different networks are to be brought together in a computer net for the entire
Nordic area, with a fixed connection to the American research net Internet. (The incident with the virus that
brought down 6000 computers is then explained. And a West German computer technician had earlier done
something similar as a misguided Xmas message.)
“Computer viruses have also occurred in Sweden. The most common is however that it affects personal
computers,” Palme says. (Then we learn about viruses for the Macintosh. A representative for the Swedish
Mac users says virtually all Macs at Uppsala university are infected. There are nasty viruses that destroys
data, overload the computer etc, but there are also “friendly” ones that just gives you a message. It has
happened that they have come with commercial programs, but most common is that they come with pirated
software. There are anti-virus programs...) but experts keep their lips sealed, fearing that the virus knowledge
land in the wrong hands.

A few comments are required. The Swedish University net (Sunet) began already around 1980, and
as I understand it had a level of connection from the rest of the world already from the start, in the
sense you could eg exchange E-mail. “Being connected” is a relative thing, with different speeds and
different levels of services. Jacob Palme was involved in all this, and as you have seen in earlier
issues also involved in sf fandom early on, going to the cons from the late 1950's and on. He and
colleague Torgny Tholerus launched the conference system (for electronic discussions, like “super
mailing lists”) in the 1970's, called KOM. It was the later SuperKOM version of this that dragged me
into Internet in 1990.
That computer viruses have become a huge and
growing problem is absolutely correct. Almost a problem
as big as human viruses...
More on computers. The word for these electronic
miracles has always been tricky. The English computer,
as you know, originated from humans who sat and
manually calculated eg navigation tables, artillery
ballistics etc. As electronic alternatives came around
electronic brain (“elektronhjärna” in Swedish) became
popular. Another early, popular term in Swedish was
matematikmaskin (“mathematics machine”). Someone
realised the gizmos could do more than numbers and
changed it to datamaskin (“data machine”) which in the
1960's evolved into dator. It's said one professor Börje
Langefors of the Royal Institute of Technology (Swedish
abbreviation KTH) in Stockholm launched dator as a
merge of data and motor.
But the perhaps first major use of dator was in science
fiction, by a professor colleague at KTH and later Nobel
prize laureate in physics, Hannes Alfven. In 1966 he
published The Tale of the Big Computer, as an early
English translation was titled (later re-titled The End of
Man, to make it more “sensational”, no doubt), a
Millions die!
dystopian novel where computers replace mankind.
When Dagens Nyheter reviewed it November 22 1966 - Epidemics! Riots!
All in Nobelist
first not knowing who was behind the pseudonym Hannes Alfven's
“dator” was a word used very much. Alfven must have sf novel.

picked up the term “dator” at KTH, “One data, many more dator”:
...(the author) isn't born yet. He's a coming historian who in the far future looks millennia back, all the way to
the pre-data time, which in the mid 1900's finally was nearing end. … But it changed in the time of dators …
dators managed to come close to a situation of harmony and balance (towards the end) the dators - which
then can repair themselves, program themselves and man new even more advanced models - were
processing the problem that perhaps is mos interesting for us humans. Do we after that have any function to
fill or can we discontinued? The result of the complicated calculations is uncertain, but it may be ready “any
microsecond now”.What is a data then. … For (Alfven) the word data with the plural dator is so obvious that
he's not explaining it. So it must be the publisher Bonniers who has decided the title “The Tale of the big Data
Machine”. (The reviewer then speculates who is behind the book, published under the pseudonym Olof
Johannesson, with arguments about wide knowledge in many fields, and lands on...) The author must himself
be a computer, probably situated at some university. To this conclusion contributes a certain coolness in the
imagination, the fantasy being a bit meagre, closing the eyes sometimes for senses close-by, but for being
from a computer it is very good. You are especially baffled by the rich humour. The madnesses of our time are
revealed with great precision, but without bitterness, instead having an understanding laugh, showing the
author hasn't feel insulted. (Reviewer talks about computer 0's and 1's and hints he isn't serious about a
computer being the author. The editors add the info box in the middle saying Alfven now has been revealed as
the author and adds the two illustrations said to be made by computers.)

Dator replaced datamaskin, a word which
however was rather common well into the
1980's (and Norwegian still uses this term).
It was first used in a Dagens Nyheter article
September 7, 1956, “The office manager's
revolution”:
...The market offers a number of machines for
electronic data processing, far more advanced
than traditional punch card machines. These
“electronic book keepers” are built abroad, and
it will take some time until domestic production
starts. But the interest in using them is big.
(There's an ongoing government report being
made and…) There's certainly more than tax
calculation and census data to be assumed as
probable usage. Private companies lead by
insurance companies have already signed
agreements of machine deliveries and some
are being installed at this time. … “electronic
brains”. What they are and how they can be
used is told in a book by the research engineer
Richard G Canning at the University of
California, IBM and US Navy. Behind the
somewhat dull title Electronic Data Processing
for Business and Industry is a - though a bit
verbose - easy accessible description of how
these machines work, what limits they have
(and how to see if they are profitable. Canning
knows his subject. Discussion on how it affects
an organisation. A new type of expert has
arrived, the system engineer. You must scrutiny
all system details. Some common office tasks
are unsuitable for a machine. Let a group with
different specialists analyse the office system. A
single person can't. This book is one of the first
of this kind. We read about...) American Airlines'
often mentioned booking machines in New York
With a central data machine and calculator-like terminals connected by telex with the central of the La Guardia
airport the staff can within seconds tell if there are free seats on a requested flight. If this is the case and the

customer wants to book, this is automatically registered after a new check that the seats haven't been taken
meanwhile. The installation has proven that it can handle the increasing volume splendidly. (To the original
tasks other tasks have been added to a low cost. It's data on arrivals and departures, updated to the very
minute of requests.) The top booking request volume directly or by phone is now about 600 per hour or one
every sixth second. The electronic system is very secure and works diligently. 99%efficient, now faults in
registrations, 22 hours per day, seven days per week. … Department stores and retailer chains will find use for
the new technology, (Caption: These are the components of the modern office, here illustrated by the
substantial apparatus by the name Univac. It's one of the first big “electronic brains” for commercial use, and
everything points to that such mathematics machines soon will find use even in smaller companies. The ideas
is: Let the machines do the routine work and free people to consider and make decisions.

MARTIAN COMETS
William McCabe: I couldn't answer most of the questions in your quiz (except 6, 8 and 14). Too
much of it was media oriented. I have seen that the corona situation is getting worse in Britain
(Lockdown! No, no, no! Protect the elderly, and let the rest live reasonably normal under some good
advice!) Cases have risen in Sweden too, but rathe4er slow and from a very low level. That's to be
expected as colder climate
mov people indoors. Our
epidemiologist-in-chief Dr
Tegnell doesn't think we'll
have a real Second Wave.
Deaths at 0-1 per day! The
pandemic over here is on
about the level of an ordinary
flu! “High" early fatalities here
are in my opinion a statistics
illusion to a certain degree,
from having a too generous
corona-cause-of-death
definition (but when everything
has calmed down next year
we could analyse the figures Air travel in virus times? Artist Lars "Lon" Olsson befuddles us...
more closely). I think the BBC (many of their shows are aired here for sure) is rather similar to the
Swedish equivalent SVT, since they are under similar legal and history framework. For SVT it's not a
matter of just opinion that it's biased. There are data from the media institution of Gothenburg
University, and they have for years investigated the political sympathies of SVT staff. There's a
massive slant towards the left The latest figure says that 83% of the SVT staff - more than 4/5th! support the Left, Green and SocialDems! Generally, my experience is that journalists tend to see
themselves av Johnny Do Gooders on a Mission of Morality, with a leftist world view. I'm not surprised
that BBC is criticised and it's in the realm of the probable they have the same bias problem as SVT.
Henry Grynnsten: Well, earlier Intermission was usually thinner than 10 pages,but using a 10p
average it could very well be 1000 pages! My total fanzine production should however be near 10
000 pages, perhaps 7-8 pages (a guess). I've had three "longer running" titles, VÄ/Fanytt/SFJ with
the last paper issue #211, Virkbilagan coming near #100, and Intermission. But too this comes a lot of
odd titles, so I have probably made say 750 issues of zines (and if they average 10p, it makes 7500
pages). Yes, fiction is definitely all lies! I think I have mentioned it before, but the first book I read in
English was Robert Heinlein's The Space Cadet. I was around 15. I had good grades in English, and
never felt uncomfortable with it, but this first book still took me a few hours every evening (with a
dictionary by my side) for a whole week to read. The next book took perhaps four days, and then
three days. Today, I just read on. I usually don't even reflect on if the book in my hand is in English or
Swedish! (But of course my Swedish is better than my English, but that plays a part mostly when
writing.) Interesting about human evolution! When you read some news sites it seems obvious

human brains are getting smaller... Genetics and DNA tech will faster than we think make a huge
difference. We won't be able to resist the temptation to improve ourselves. To stamp out genetic
diseases, make ourselves smarter and sexier, getting more muscles (for athletes), pushing for longer
life. The question is when we have changed so much that we become another species! A Homo
Futuricus... The definition of species is if it can have fertile offspring. When Homo Sapiens and Homo
Futuricus can't produce children we'll be at crossroads. More and more intelligent robots will also
appear, but I can't see them as "replacement" for humanity. We'll live side by side, first they'll be our
servants but one day they'll demand to have more rights... Isaac Asimov has already covered all that!
He was a visionary.
Chuck Connor: Music? I like most of it, except rap, hip-hop and modern list-pop stuff. Classical
symphonies. Old troubadours (18th Century CM Bellman, Cornelis Vreeswijk, others). Jazz,.
Ragtime. 50-70's pop. I'm really fond of 70's British prog. Beatles were unBEATable! I ignored them in
the 70's, but have become somewhat of an ABBA fan - imagine that! I even enjoy "bad" but funny
music, if you've seen my reports from the Sunkit music club. The UK was actually in the Atomic Club
to begin with! British scientists began researching "tube alloys" about the same time as the
Americans and was because of that invited to the Manhattan project. But after the war the Brits were
thrown out of it (by the US Congress) and had to finish building the Bomb on their own.
Graeme Cameron: I think Biden will beat Trump. The Donald has made such a mess of the corona
pandemic he has lost a lot of trust among ordinary folks. But I'm not sure I'm too happy with Biden,
for a simple reason: he is 77! The oldest elected president. He could be hit by dementia, get a heart
attack or stroke any day. I like Alternate History stories, particularly about WWII (a subject I have read
and studied a lot). But I don't like that word-vomiting hack Harry Turtledove. APAs were originally not
instituted as a “more private safe zone". The original mundane APAs came about to create a social
context for the amateur publishers, exchangning experience, making friends, getting correspondents,
improve publishing skills. The original fandom APAs had that in mind, but another point was probably
to save postage! You save a bundle when you mail i all together in a bundle! Smaller, more private
APA later developed, becoming more personal "safe zones" - the Darknet of zine publishing! But it
came later. Troll orgies on the 'Net have become worse in later years. Notice for instance how JK
Rowling has been heavily attacked for her right to say not really controversial things (that there exists
a biological gender is trivial, scientific fact). The E-trolls often seems to be well-organised and fanatic.
It's odd that Sweden which has often been seen as a Socialist Hell is now hailed by eg Libertarians
for not imposing lockdown and limiting personal freedoms. Sweden has always had euroliberal
tendencies. (I seperate euroliberals from the US use of liberal = left wing. Euroliberals are centreright, eg usually forming governments witth the conservatives.) But contributing to the Swedish policy
is that the government didn't have it within their legal powers to issue a nation-wide lockdown. Such a
move would under the constitution have required the government to declare being in a state of war!
But since there was no military conflict, it was no option. Authorities may order quarantines for limited
areas, maybe a city block or a few, families, individuals. A city may perhaps be closed off. But there
were no legal possibility to issue nation-wide stay-at-home order. But Swedish politicians really didn't
want to do that also There are hardly no Westerns on TV any more, but in my youth I remember US
shows like "Bonanza" and "High Chaparall".
Garth Spencer: I haven't stopped following the news on the corona bug, but I have lost interest in
the virus itself. I'm tired of it. I just want it to go away! BTW, I notice that English, which doesn't very
much endorse compound words, call it the "coronavirus" and not "corona virus"... In Sweden the
most common term is simply "corona" (or "coronan" in definite form). “Covid” is also used.

